Surface enhanced perfect absorption in metamaterials with periodic dielectric nanostrips on silver film.
Integrated dielectric metamaterials with plasmonic structures can cause drastic optical resonances and strengthen the capacity of light absorption. Here, we describe the optical properties of silicon nanoarrays on a thin silver film for extreme light confinement at subwavelength nanoscales. We attain the nearly total absorption in silicon nanostrips, which support magnetic quadruple Mie-type resonances in the visible regions. The Mie resonant field of the dielectric nanostrip engages the screening response of the silver film, resulting in plasmon resonance configuration and thus achieving perfect light absorption in the dielectric nanostrip. Moreover, we can attain similar results in other nanostructures, such as silicon cylinder and rhombus column arrays. Because it can sustain hybridized plasmon modes and magnetic modes, the combined system will benefit the application of solar energy accumulation.